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Abstract. In regulated interactive systems, one party’s behaviour may impose
restrictions on how others may behave when interacting with it. These restrictions
may be seen as implicit contracts which the affected party has to conform to
and may thus be considered inappropriate or excessive if they overregulate one
of the parties. In [5], we have characterised such implicit contracts and present
an algorithmic way of synthesising them using a formalism based on contract
automata to regulate interactive action-based systems. In this presentation, we
outline the problem and future extensions of the work we are currently exploring.
1 Introduction
Consider the contract that binds a customer and a bank, which stipulates that opening
new accounts is free of charge. And yet, at the moment of opening an account, the
bank requires the release of personal information and allowance to send the customer
promotional material. The bank is not strictly breaching the contract, but maybe it is
asking “too much”. Can this “too much” be quantified? As another example consider
an airline, which compensates for missed connections due to delays by providing the
traveller with food and lodging. However, the airline has a policy of not providing this
service unless the customers explicitly demands for it. In a way, the airline is turning its
unconditional obligation of providing aid into a conditional or restricted one: given that
the customer asks for help, support will be provided.
In interactive systems involving different parties, the behaviour of each party is
inherently affected by the behaviour of the others. In particular, other parties may re-
strict or enforce behaviour resulting in the affected party having to behave in a different
manner than if it were to act independently. In interactive systems regulated by con-
tracts, each party thus may be seen to be restricted through the explicitly agreed upon
contracts, but furthermore by the implicit constraints induced through the nature of in-
teraction and the other parties’ behaviour. These implicit constraints can be seen as
‘invisible’ (or unspoken) agreements or contracts a party has to agree to and adhere to
if they choose to participate in the interaction.
As the imposed behaviour gets stricter, it drifts from being compliant up to the point
of being close to breaching the contract. Can this drifting be measured? As a first step,
in this paper we develop techniques so that, given two interacting parties bounded by a
contract, we can infer the implicit contract being enforced by one party on the other.
This approach is useful also during contract negotiation: given multiple service
providers, a party may base her choice of provider not only upon the signed agreement,
but also taking into consideration the implicit contract imposed on her.
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2 Results
In [5], we have formalised the notion of implicitly enforced contract — corresponding
to a contract which one party has to satisfy due to its interaction with the other party.
For instance, if the bank party requires synchronisation over an action register before
allowing the client party to engage in an action transfer, the implicitly enforced contract
would include an obligation on the client to perform register before proceeding.
To formalise these notions, we have used contract automata [6], a formalism based
on the notion of synchronising automata, that provides well understood and clear se-
mantics to model interaction among parties. An automata-based formalism allows to
model not only deontic formulae but also the choices that each party has and how deci-
sions affect the other parties.
Contract automata give us a natural definition for a partial order of contract strict-
ness. Using this notion, we have presented an algorithm to calculate the maximal im-
plicitly enforced contract which can be proved to be unique.
3 Future Directions
Although contracts are a long-covered topic in deontic literature (e.g., [2–4]), we are not
aware of work on synthesising implicit contracts. Process calculi (e.g., [1]) or even petri
nets (e.g., [7]) have been used before to model “contracts”. However, the term contract
is used there in the sense of interface, as way to guarantee services interoperability, but
they are not rich enough for other types of contracts because they do not support deontic
operators.
Although the concept of implicit contracts is interesting in itself, it becomes more
interesting when one starts to compare this implicitly enforced behaviour to what a
given contract demands, as a tool to highlight not only potential breaches but also sub-
tle differences. Such a comparison permits the view of a continuum going from plain
incompatibility to full compliance, with a lattice of possibilities in between — for in-
stance, when one party restricts a permission of the other party by only allowing the
permitted action after certain extra actions are performed.
To further explore implicitly enforced behaviour, synthesis for non-deterministic
systems, is still an open problem. Future research directions also includes the dual of
implicitly enforced behaviours, intrinsic well-behaviour: given the behaviour of a sys-
tem, induce a contract which it obeys under all circumstances. Such a notion could, for
instance, be useful to use to figure out how much more one can ask from the other party
without them having to change their behaviour.
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